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Presently the swift height of volume of different types of information does impossible mastering
by everybody in full her new theory in maintenance
of education at his professional preparation. All of
it results in the necessity of realization of researches
for perfection of effective special of professional
preparation, by creation of certain didactic terms.
However, before tasks in hand on specialization of
trade education of programmers did not allow in a
sufficient measure to work out all his educational
problems. In course of time became obvious, that
it is related to that volume of information and task
that a professional must decide constantly improves
and increases. This height attained enormous sizes
for today, especially in such scientifically based
industry of Information Technology and related to
him to specialties. All of it hampered the decision
of problem by one specialization at preparation of
corresponding specialists. Deciding a problem was
possible only on the basis of bringing and
As an example for perfection of maintenance
of education it is possible to bring words over from
a book «Revolution in educating» Gordon Draidner
and Djanet Wos, where the problem of the modern
world is perfectly described in area of education,
inherent to many states. They write, that the «World
changes so quickly, and the systems education are
so unreceptive to new ideas and inert, as though,
getting in the trap of time, they continues to serve
a past epoch that made» off a long ago [3, с. 378].
All these words were said as though and for us in
accordance with vision of prospects of development
of our time and certainly in our address.
Necessity of account for maintenance and
methodology of educating to programming, specific of profile of preparation specialist in the system, higher education caused by the necessity of
substantial improvement of preparation of growing
up to professional activity. It is therefore enough to
mark that educating to information technologies and
programming in professional educational establishments must come true taking into account particularities of profile specialization of future graduating

students of programmers. Such approach allowed to
educe the ways of creation New Information Technology, endowed in forming of new world view
ideas about possibility of computerization and complex computer-aided manufacturing in a prospect.
All of it supposes to extend not only ability correctly to formulate tasks and decide them by means of
computers but also work with a modern informative
technique, including possibility овла-дения technologies of the modern programming and maintenance of computer technology.
As far as practical introduction in educational
establishments of the computing engineering, accumulations of experience on application in educational
aims, since 1985 in parallel in countries the CIS and in
Kazakhstan at preparation of specialists on programming, computerization of educational establishments
of universal and professional education began to be
conducted in life. This process got in the beginning to
maintenance of education for preparation of specialists of IKT and especially on programming.
Analyzing the investigations conducted in Kazakhstan on a theme психолого-педагогической
preparation of programmers in the system of continuous education, it is possible to come to the next
conclusion. Authors examine computerization as
not aim, but as means of educating, not denying traditional forms and methods of educating. Thus they
sent the efforts to opening of basic possibilities of
IKT, watching out for their perfection in the process
of organization of works on application of innovative methodology. However not what methodologies
sent to the prospect of психолого-педагогической
preparation of programmers, or on development of
innovative decisions of problems, not present and
does not offer, considering that they recommend, as
is sufficient. Maybe, these recommendations can be
taken into account, because at one time they were
faithful and by a correct decision.
For comparison, and as a reference-point took
interesting researches, present Russian authors.
Universal technology of computerization of educational courses concept base of that based on obvious hierarchical presentation of material was there
described, the scenarios of reading are worked out
with использова-нием approaches as a hierarchy.
Developments of criteria interesting for the estimation of actions of taught, that take into account feature and advantage of using, outlines of data. Pedagogical terms assisting the increase of efficiency
of application of technology, which is motivated
totality of requirements, are certain to planning of
methodical developments. In separate works the
problems of the use of new ИКТ are investigated in
an educational process and recommendation on the
use of web- pages of Internet. However these works
give a reference-point only, because fall short of to
the path chosen by us.
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With arrival in educational establishments of
the newest computer technology with vast possibilities and office equipment of the last generation,
possibility appeared it is wide to use them in an
educational process. There were are created local
and global networks resource in the manner of electronic libraries, magazines, electronic textbooks.
Possibility of creation of centers of the controlled
from distance educating appeared, it is wide to
master the various resources of network the Internet. Students work as with Web- servers, Web- of
page create, placing on them information about the
institutions of higher learning and interests. The use
of telecommunication networks in the process of
educating allows by means e-mail to participate in
teleconference of the different scale and territorial
distributions with a transmission and receipt of materials from different archives and databases. Work
is possible in virtual classes with coevals from different cities and world countries, participating in
remote Olympiads and competitions, that considerably promotes motivation to education.
Analyzing works of the Kazakhstan scientists
it is possible to come to the conclusion, that were
exposed by them methodical essence new innovative information’s and information’s technology,
as modern perspective pedagogical technologies.
They consider that problems of the future education
based on the use of Information technologies, which
are concluded in creation of pedagogical technologies and introduction methodical innovation in an
educational process at educational activity.
System of higher education in the conditions of
new communication to technology, forming of new
model of preparation of programmers supposes,
conditioned on the change of the educational programs. The major instrument of mechanism, allowing to carry out control after quality of preparation
of students-programmers, is government’s standard
of education bases of the education are pawned, in
particular introduction in an educational process new
to information’s technology in higher education that
supposes creation of united network of e – mail for
institutions of higher learning with their subsequent
plugging in methodical network of Internet.
Today there is enormous experience of attaching to the computer of the taught different age-related
groups : students, schoolchildren, children of junior
school and even preschool age. The use of Information technologies in an educational process allows
to organize cognitive activity to optimize an educational process, increase the volume of information,
reported on employments, promotes interest in educating. All of it, undoubtedly, conduces to drastic
structural alternations of organization of educational
activity, to the origin of her new kinds and forms in
the process of forming of skills, knowledge, abilities.
The system of preparation of future engineersprogrammers in the system of continuous education plugs preparation in bachelor and city council.
The basic criterion of completeness of educational

process in бакалавриате is mastering by a student
no less than 128 credits or a 5760 o’clock of the
theoretical educating and no less than 10 credits or
a 630 o’clock of professional productive practice.
Thus a student must master 79 credits or 3420 hours
on an obligatory component and 49 credits or
2340 hours on you to the coniferous forest of institution of higher learning [3].
Last years, all consumers marked low level
teaching of profile disciplines, providing the necessary level of professional knowledge and abilities
that would be directed directly on vaccinated for the
specialist of necessary skills of work with technology on creation in the workplace digital resources.
Such phenomenon experts explain a few reasons
having, lately place in practice of preparation of
specialists in professional educational establishments. They following:
– firstly, maintenance of education of programmers falls behind from the state and level of development and practical application of IKT in practice,
therefore graduating students constantly have after
completion of educational establishment to be taught
again, because they are not ready to creative work;
– future specialists in the process of preparation
are not acquainted enough with maintenance of activity of industry, their structures and tasks executable each of links of enterprises of industry, to adapt
oneself, graduating students are often taught again;
– future programmers not always are acquainted
with new programmatic works, used lately in practice
in industry on the whole and by novelties in general
in area of development of information technology;
– in an educational process does not acquaint
with the novelties of technical equipment’s of IKT,
applied equipment quickly become antiquated and
fall behind from the last achievements, because
educational establishments do not have sufficient
facilities on acquisition and permanent updating of
technical equipment’s.
All of it can be explained by objective and subjective reasons taking place in modern educational
establishments of trade education.
Experience specialists consider that equipment
in educational establishments must be updated with
periodicity at least one time in a year. Then there will
not be lag in the field of technical equipped in area of
IKT and telecommunications. In addition, changing
of technologies and work in the plan of mastering of
the new programs takes place quarterly. Some educational establishments in our country have a no possibility to occupy professional monitoring of labormarket, to trace modern trends of industry, although
in an ideal institutions of higher learning foresee
events on many years forward, and not generate
unclaimed specialists. Until home system of education is not mobility. Preparation of specialists is not
correlated with modern, by the constantly changing
requirements of labor -market to the programmers.
To follow in the process of forming of maintenance to the state of affairs of modern requirements,
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institutions of higher learning were under an obligation to adapt for the terms methodology of education and educational materials and anymore attract
of leading specialists practical workers to work with
students on implementation of independent tasks.
With the purpose of reduction of lag of rates of
preparation of specialists in the system of continuous education, from the level of height of necessities of home industry of information technology,
and also increase of level qualifications and training of the specialized personnel’s(testing, managers
of designers and other computer specialties), it is
necessary to realize in the process of preparation of
programmers next didactic events:
– it is creation in the conditions of republic of
educational-consulting Center remote and internal
practical education programmer on information
technologies and management;
– it is organization Kazakhstan informativelyeducational Internet there is not an university of information technologies;
– it is development of permanent international
cooperation with the anchorwomen of educational,
training organizations in the field of IKT.
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Lecture is one of traditional forms of teaching. This form can be effective in transmitting large
amounts of information to large student audience in
a relatively small amount of time. Traditionally lecture is a monologue pronounced by lecturer before
a large audience. It is so called one-way movement.
Even in his time Mark Twain pointed that professor’s lecture notes go straight to the students’ lecture notes, without passing through the brains of either. Nowadays students are rather often passively
attending the lectures. In recent years the prominent
scientists of Stanford and other universities expressed their doubts concerning utility of lectures
in understanding of their content and expanding
thinking. They consider that pronounced changes
are needed in medical student education, including
a substantial reduction in the number of traditional
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lectures, so as it is unreasonable waste of class time.
They propose a new teaching method named «Lecture halls without lectures». Thus the main disadvantage of traditional lectures is their inability to
promote active engagement of students. Due to this
lectures can be boring and of low efficiency.
Implementation of multimedia technology
in teaching process improved presentation of lectures. Some lecturers are strongly carried away by
this form of presentation, and new type of lecturer
«visual information givers» was identified. They
provide students with full notes and give them time
to copy information. But such form of lecture does
not involve students in process of thinking.
One of the ways to overcome the student mental passivity at the lecture is interactive form of lecturing. Using the interactive lecture helps students
to develop the habits of thinking while listening,
applying past knowledge for understanding new information presented in the lecture.
There are different types of interactive lectures.
Interactivity can be readily introduced to lectures
without a significant reduction in the amount of
available lecturing time. Selecting the type of interactivity depends on the content of the lecture and
the audience features. It is well known that audience
is not homogeneous. Its active part usually occupies
the front rows of lecture hall. The involvement in
listening and cooperation of the largest part of audience depends on lecturer’s skill. Lecturing is an art
that is akin to the performances of artists on stage.
Analysis of information on the usefulness of
lectures suggest the following conclusions:
1. Lecture is an important part of the studying
process. It should not be completely excluded from
the learning process. Its share in the resource of
time may be decreased if it is reasonable.
2. Lectures should be used to present the fundamental issues of the subject.
3. Quality of lecturing depends on the content
and logical structure of material, the peculiarity of
audience, the personality of the lecturer and his experience.
4. Lecture should be fruitful collaboration of
lecturer and students that is possible in interactive
form of lecturing.
The work is submitted to the International Scientific Conference «Actual problems of science and
education», Cuba, March, 20-31, 2014, came to the
editorial office 03.02.2014.
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It is known that post graduate or Professional
development is a crucial part of Education system.
Especially teachers who work in the secondary
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